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Beneath the orderly façade of the American government lies a complex network, only partly structural, linking Wall

Street influence, corrupt bureaucracy, and the military-industrial complex. Here lies the true power of the American

empire: This behind-the-scenes web is unelected, unaccountable, and immune to popular resistance. Peter Dale

Scott calls this entity the deep state, and he has made it his life’s work to write the history of those who manipulate

our government from the shadows. Since the aftermath of World War II, the deep state’s power has grown

unchecked, and nowhere has it been more apparent than at sun-dappled Dealey Plaza on November 22, 1963.

 

The central mystery of the JFK assassination is not who fired the guns that fateful day, but the untouchable forces

behind the shooters. In this landmark volume, Scott traces how culpable elements in the CIA and FBI helped prepare

for the assassination, and how such elements continue to influence our politics today.

 

In his 1993 publication Deep Politics and the Death of JFK, Scott looked closely at the foreground of the

assassination: Lee Harvey Oswald, Jack Ruby, and their connections to Dallas law enforcement, to the underworlds

of Dallas and New Orleans, and to Cuba. This new book, in contrast, looks at the assassination as an event emanating

from the American deep state, including actions of the CIA and FBI in Washington and Mexico City, and apparent

continuities with later deep events, notably Watergate, the Iran-Contra affair, and 9/11. Dallas ’63 concludes with

an overview of the 2 pivotal decades between the death of JFK and the Reagan Revolution, when all 4 presidents
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following Kennedy were increasingly at odds with deep state ambitions for world hegemony and saw their

presidential careers prematurely terminated.
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